
FORM AND FLOW
“The light in this kitchen cuts neatly through the space to 

establish a clean and contemporary area. Open at both 

ends, the spacious galley-style kitchen carries momentum 

and functionality through the core of this home. Quantum 

Quartz tops the lengthy island bench, with Smartstone’s Milan 

collection Petra Grigio benching around the stovetop and 

in the hidden appliance sill. Polished timber flooring creates 

a light, textured complement to the Polytec Ravine Black 

wenge cabinetry, grounding the modern culinary zone in 

natural, warming tones. For all its aesthetic advantages, this 

kitchen does not skimp on practicality. A built-in appliance 

cupboard, upright utensil drawer and tip-on overhead 

cupboards are typical of the ease and organisation afforded 

by the floor-to-ceiling cabinetry. Bar stools make things social 

and offer a front-row seat to a suite of stainless-steel kitchen 

tech, which includes a Qasair twin motor rangehood to 

match the twin pyrolytic duo ovens from Electrolux. Subtly 

separated by a feature divider from the connecting living 

space, this bright and airy kitchen is the ideal space for the 

lucky family residing here.”

Designer: Garrett Hebden for Better Bathrooms & Kitchens

SHOP THE LOOK
®® Cabinet doors  

Polytec Ravine Black 

wenge, tip-on overheads
®® Hinges and drawers  
Blum TANDEMBOX 

runner with full 

extension, soft-close 

mechanism 
®® Benchtop Quantum 

Quartz Calacatta Primo 

for benchtop, Smartstone 

Milan collection Petra 

Grigio on side
®® Splashback Black 

smoked mirror glass
®® Handles Castella lip  

pull ledge handles in 

matt black
®® Oven Electrolux pyrolytic 

duo
®® Cooktop Bosch 

Induction Series
®® Rangehood  
Qasair Westmore

®® Dishwasher Miele
®® Sink Abey Schock 

Horizont double sink  

in Magma
®® Taps Gessi Emporio  

pull-out spray kitchen 

mixer, black spout
®® Lighting LED downlights
®® Flooring Timber
®® Accessories  

Evoline pop-up power 

outlets in benchtop

want more?
SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

justbetter.com.au
233–235 Union Road,  

Ascot Vale Vic

(03) 9370 7288

EXPERT TIP
Mirrored 

splashbacks are 
good for creating 

the illusion of a 
bigger space.

We love this 
kitchen’s upright 
utensils drawer.
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